Fluke TL175E TwistGuard Premium Test Leads

TL175E
TP175E

• Patented extendable tip sheath meets new electrical safety requirements to reduce tip exposure while providing the flexibility you need for most measurements. Just twist the top of the probe body to extend or reduce tip exposure.
• New lead wire wear indication. Inner contrasting color exposed when leads are worn. (TL175E)
• Double insulated silicone leads, withstands high temperatures and remain flexible in cold temperatures. (TL175E)
• Probes always show correct category rating for tip being used
• Includes removable 4 mm lantern tips for versatility
• Compatible with all instruments that accept standard 4 mm shrouded banana plugs
• Test lead length 48”/1.2m (TL175E)
• Ratings: CAT III 1000 V, CAT IV 600 V, CAT II 1000 V, 10 A max., Pollution Degree 2
• Conforms to EN61010-031